
Tips for Speakers

A compilation of tips from various 
speakers giving advice to younger 
speakers in view of communicating 
more effectively



Introduction—The Value of a 
Message
 We are speaking forth and making 

understood by people God’s own Word!
 A 40 minute message given to 48 people 

equates to 32 man-hours of effect.
 32 man-hours is the equivalent of one 

persons normal work hours for four days!
 For some (many?) of the 48, this will be their 

primary hearing of the Word expounded 
throughout the week.



Introduction—Garden and Kitchen
 Time spent in the garden: Gathering items to 

serve (corresponds to gathering verses, 
thoughts, definitions, etc.)

 Time spent in the kitchen: Preparing the 
gathered items for eating (corresponds to 
preparing the content – choosing verses to put 
in or keep out, illustrations, order, outline, etc.)

 We often spend too little time in the kitchen



Scope – Today We Will Discuss the 
Kitchen Rather than the Garden
 Not so much talking today about content 

(subject matter) but rather focusing on 
preparation of content and delivery

 The only content related tip today is that 
young people should not feel pressured to 
share something that is “new” to everyone. 
Hearing the basics clearly taught is refreshing 
and in fact “new” (in a sense) to everyone



Overview

Tips will relate to:
 Reading from the Scriptures 
 The main point
 Emphasizing main points
 An organized message 
 Creating “hooks” for Truth
 Illustrations, examples, and stories.
 Loose ends



Reading from the 
Scriptures



Reading from the Scriptures

 Read from the Word of God early in the 
message—it sets the tone and establishes 
the source of the authority for your speaking

 Wait for people to get to the passage before 
reading (listen for pages settling down)

 Read from punctuation mark to punctuation 
mark—not all pushed together

 Decide what to have people turn to read and 
what to quote or refer to (usually young 
people turn to too many passages)



Reading from Scriptures (cont)

 Use voice to highlight part of verse relevant
 Pitch
 Volume
 Space of time

 When reading John 3:14, emphasize “must” 
when it is needed

 On the other hand, do NOT emphasize 
“must” when that word is not the crux of the 
thought (doing so will confuse the hearers)



The Main Point (and) 
Emphasizing Main Points



The Main Point
 A message should be able to be summarized 

in a sentence (maybe two). Ideally, everyone 
should walk away knowing what that is.

 How should that be achieved?
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The Main Point
 A message should be able to be summarized 

in a sentence (maybe two). Ideally, everyone 
should walk away knowing what that is.

 How should that be achieved?
TELL THEM!

 Bill MacDonald story: Brokenness. He began 
his message, “The subject tonight is 
brokenness.”

 John Mills always tells his title early on.
 David Gooding’s oft-asked question, “So 

what?”



Emphasizing Main Points

 Winston Churchill: “If you have an important 
point to make, don't try to be subtle or clever. 
Use a pile driver. Hit the point once. Then 
come back and hit it again. Then hit it a third 
time—a tremendous whack.”

 Repeating key verse or key thought multiple 
times

 Save loud / intense voice for true underlining 
(but always be loud and clear)



Emphasizing Main Points (cont)

Examples
 David Gooding (“Big Man” of 1 Samuel)
 Teacher from 8th grade (mitochondria)
 Clayton Davis (praying for wisdom)
 Clayton Davis (underlining main point)



An Organized Message



An Organized Message

Compare resume style with text simply written 
out

 Can get much more information on the page 
with text simply written out (no paragraph 
breaks, no white space used, no bold type or 
underlining)

 Even though much more information would 
be there, less would be conveyed



An Organized Message (cont)



An Organized Message (cont)

 Give a map of the message up front. Let people 
know where you are going.



An Organized Message (cont)

 Give a map of the message up front. Let people 
know where you are going.

 1 Peter 3:15
 A God-ward look
 A Man-ward look
 An Inward look

 Phil 2
Attitude taught, then examples of
Lord Jesus, Paul, Timothy, Epaphroditus



An Organized Message (cont)

 Avoid temptation to be like a magician. A 
magician doesn’t tell what is coming, but 
instead hides what’s next until it happens so 
everyone says, “Aha”

 Do NOT do that … TELL THEM!
 Make transitions from one section to the next 

very apparent. Use time to do it (like using 
white space in a resume)



An Organized Message (cont)

Keep on track within sections. Avoid:
 Giving tidbits of information that don’t belong
 Giving all information known on the subject
 Turning to a verse that does more to draw 

people away from the point than to help it
 Reading more verses than needed (before or 

after the verse)
 Reading more of the verse than needed



An Organized Message (cont)

Practice taking this content from the “garden to the kitchen” 
 Large owls eat rabbits, skunks, and rats.
 Owls sometimes have pointy ears. 
 Owls live in forests, deserts, and jungles.
 The "screech owl" name might indicate that the sound they 

make is a screech, but it comes closer to singing.
 Small owls eat insects and mice.
 Owls make their homes in many places--even birdhouses.
 Owls are brown--some are gray.
 The owl's feathers are silent in flight.
 Most owls have yellow eyes.
 Owls can eat small birds, fish, and even young deer.



An Organized Message (cont)
 Subject – Owls

 What they look like
 Owls sometimes have pointy ears.
 Owls are brown--some are gray.
 Most owls have yellow eyes.

 What they eat
 Small owls eat insects and mice.
 Large owls eat rabbits, skunks, and rats.
 Owls can eat small birds, fish, and even young deer.

 Where they live
 Owls live in forests, deserts, and jungles.
 Owls make their homes in many places--even birdhouses.



An Organized Message (cont)

 What about the other two sentences?
 The "screech owl" name might indicate that the 

sound they make is a screech, but it comes closer 
to singing.

 The owl's feathers are silent in flight
 These two are removed from the message. 

They will only clutter, obscure, and dilute the 
points that are trying to be made.

 Use the “extra time” instead to emphasize 
and clarify the points trying to be made.



Creating Hooks for Truth



Creating Hooks for Truth

 People’s minds are like flat walls. You 
cannot just hang a bag of truth on it and 
expect it to stay

 Must first put a hook into the wall and then 
hang the truth on it!

In other words
 Why should anyone remember this truth you 

are about to tell them?



Creating Hooks for Truth

 Severe Implications of the “answer” being 
one thing or the other

 Puzzles (how can we explain this puzzle)
 Questions to lead them
 Stories where this truth was vital
 Cheat—just come out and say this is utterly 

important—“if you did not get anything else, 
get this!”



Illustrations, Examples, 
Stories, and Visuals



Illustrations, Examples, Stories, and 
Visuals

 Illustrations – The concept is like …
 Examples – Cases where concept is true
 Stories – Biblical stories or others where the 

concept came into play
 Visuals – Something to look at—on a screen, 

on a board, or in your hand



Illustrations, Examples, Stories, and 
Visuals (cont)
 When well used these are extremely 

valuable
 They must be “tightly coupled” to be effective
 Ask if you believe the illustration will

 Make an abstract concept much more 
understandable

 Make an important point memorable
 Stress the vividness or importance of a point

 Ask yourself if this is simply something to be 
used since it loosely relates to the subject



Illustrations, Examples, Stories, and 
Visuals (cont)
 It is okay to use significant time on a high quality 

illustration, example, or story. They can be powerful.

 A visual can be diminished by showing too much

ME

HEAD

ASSEMBLY



Loose Ends

What did not fit into any other category, 
but seemed important anyway!



Loose Ends

 When using comparative lists, do not use AAABBB; 
rather use ABABAB

 Example: Comparing Lord Jesus to cedar tree
The following way can be hard to keep up with:

Cedar trees are strong …, aromatic …, majestic …, 
corruption resistant …, etc

Lord Jesus is strong …, aromatic …, majestic …, 
corruption resistant …, etc



Loose Ends (cont)

Better:

Cedar Lord Jesus

Strong … Strong …

Aromatic … Aromatic …

Majestic … Majestic …

Corruption Resistant Corruption Resistant



Loose Ends (cont)

 Speech and dress should be appropriate.
 Study the way Bill MacDonald has written.
 “Aim lower.” Do not aim to the few most 

intellectual in the group. (I learned the most 
about giving the Gospel by trying to teach the 
Gospel to kids at vacation Bible school).

 Tell sections of the message to someone first
(I have found that even if you do not “give” 
the message to someone—just talking 
through points is very helpful).



Loose Ends (cont)

Ending can be tricky
 Some just end abruptly
 Some rehash and undo what has been done
 Prepare a brief ending
 Important rule: 

When you are finished, STOP!
(do not try to fill in the time)



Final Words

(Based on 1 Corinthians 14) Our goal is to love 
others in our messages. Love seeks to help 
the other person, not lift oneself up. So love 
seeks to be understood. Love seeks to be 
clear. Love chooses subjects that would be of 
benefit. Love does not use big words that 
hinder people from grasping the Truth (even 
though such words could lift up the speaker). 
Love speaks loud-and-clear so others can 
hear and be helped.


